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Abstract—This paper proposes a single-stage three-phase
power factor correction (PFC) for four-switch inverter (FSI)
fed induction motor (IM) drives. The PFC scheme uses a Cuk
converter with only one switch, and consequently, it needs only
one control signal. This attains low computation burden,
simple control algorithm, and minimum cost. A new PFC
control technique is proposed to guarantee sinusoidal supply
currents with high power factor (PF) and low total harmonic
distortion (THD). Moreover, the PFC technique regulates the
DC bus voltage. Equivalent circuits of the Cuk converter
operating in two modes are deduced, its mathematical
modeling and analysis are performed. The proposed drive
system is built using MATLAB/Simulink and operates in realtime using a prototype system which consists of a DSP-DS1104
digital control board and an IM. The efficacy of the Cuk
converter is verified by extensive tests in various operating
conditions.

Index Terms—induction motors, inverters, converters,
motor drives, machine vector control.

I. INTRODUCTION
The use of induction motor (IM) drives in the industry has
increased in practical applications. Inverters are considered
an important part in the IM drive system [1]. Conventional
IM drives have three-phase converters with a capacitor filter
to transform a DC rectified voltage to an AC voltage with
variable magnitude and frequency [2]. The inverters require
3-phase uncontrolled diode bridge rectifiers [3]. Capacitors
were utilized to smooth the DC output rectified voltage.
AC/DC rectifier circuits produce unregulated current signal
with non-sinusoidal shape [4]. Different complex issues
related to the resultant harmonics and losses were created.
These issues reflect on the AC source and reduce the power
source quality [5]. The most undesired issues are injecting
current harmonics in the grid, overheating the instruments,
voltage distortion at the point of common coupling, reduced
power factor (PF), and minimized efficiency [6]-[7].
International standards indicate the limits of different
harmonics of the current and voltage waves [8]-[9]. The
current should be reconstructed to be a sine wave [10]-[11],
what improve the PF and minimize the losses [12]. So new
power factor correction (PFC) topologies for AC-DC
converters were necessary to mitigate the power source
quality issues [13]-[14]. These topologies use numerous
switches and complex control circuits and have increased
The authors gratefully acknowledge the approval and the support of this
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costs [15].
Different PFC schemes for DC-DC converters are
employed [16-17]. The main common scheme is the boost
converter; however, it has a shortcoming. The value of
output voltage exceeds the peak supply voltage. Therefore,
the output cannot be simply isolated from the input. Cuk and
Flyback were employed in applications which need stepdown/step-up transformation. Accordingly, Flyback scheme
treats the previous drawback [18]. In this paper, the Cuk
scheme for PFC was utilized. This scheme presents isolated
output-input with limited inrush current at starting. Also, it
has the capability of step-up/down output voltage [19-20].
Nowadays, the tendency is to develop compact and cheap
IM drives. Traditional six-switch inverters (SSI) were
commonly employed for variable-speed drives (VSDs).
Therefore, great exertions were done to replace SSI with
four-switch inverter (FSI) for uninterruptible power supply
and VSDs [21-24]. Several features are realized with
replacing traditional SSI with FSI in terms of reliability,
simplicity, low computation burden, and low price [25][28].
This paper proposes the following new contributions:
1) Designs a single-stage three-phase PFC of FSI fed IM
drive using a Cuk converter with only one switch.
2) Proposes a new technique to control the input PF with a
minimized total harmonic distortion (THD) and to
regulate the output voltage of the Cuk converter. The
control structure is simple and has a small cost.
3) Presents the influences of the suggested PFC topology
on the power source quality issues.
4) Executes the drive system with the proposed PFC
technique in Matlab/Simulink, and in the laboratory.
5) Provides extensive tests under various working
conditions to validate the usefulness of the suggested
control.
Compared to the previous state-of-the-art works, the
solution proposed by this paper offers the following
advantages:
1) A simple control circuit,
2) Low cost of the drive system, and
3) Low computation burden.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The proposed PFC circuit is presented in Fig. 1. The system
consists of the power circuit and two major control circuits.
The power circuit composes of three-phase power supply
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which feeds three-phase full wave rectifier. The output of
rectifier circuit is the input of the DC-DC Cuk converter
which is used for PFC of the power supply. The Cuk
converter contains of three inductors (Lsa, Lsb, and Lsc), the
capacitor (C), the diode (D), the inductor (L) and a single
switch (S). The three inductors (Lsa, Lsb, and Lsc) are located
between the input power supply and rectifier. Since the Cuk
converter contains a single power switch, the control circuit

has a simple structure; built with analog circuits or a lowcost microprocessor. The regulated DC voltage of Cuk
converter is the input to FSI (T1, T2, T3, and T4) which feeds
the three-phase squirrel cage IM. The drive system consists
of two main control schemes; PFC control to develop a high
PF for the input supply and field oriented control (FOC) to
control the speed of a three-phase IM.

Figure 1. Proposed PFC for three–phase AC-DC Cuk fed FSI of IM

III. CUK CONVERTER ANALYSIS
The Cuk converter works in a continuous conduction
mode (CCM) and has two operation modes with the help of
three-phase input voltage waveforms of Fig. 2.

vsac

vsbc
vsba
vsca

Figure 2. waveforms of input voltages

A. Mode 1 of Operation
The switch S is on in this operation mode as shown in Fig.
3. Therefore, the input currents (ia, ib, and ic) increase and
the inductors (Lsa, Lsb, and Lsc) store the energy. The
capacitor (C) discharges and transmits its energy to the
output capacitors (Co1 and Co2).
The three-line supply voltages (vsab, vsbc, and vsca) can be
written as:

 vsab  Vlm sin(s t )

vsbc  Vlm sin(s t  2 3)
v  V sin( t  2 3)
lm
s
 sca

(1)

where, Vlm is the maximum line voltage and s is the
supply frequency.
The line voltage equations of the Cuk converter can be
written as follow:

vscb  Lsc
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B. Mode 2 of Operation
The switch S is off in this mode as shown in Fig. 4.
Therefore, the input currents decrease and the inductors (Lsa,
Lsb, and Lsc) convert their stored energy to the capacitor (C).
Also, the stored energy in the inductor (L) transmits to the
output capacitors (Co1 and Co2).
The line voltage equations are derived as follow:
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Figure 3. Equivalent circuit of Cuk converter for mode 1
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Figure 4. Equivalent circuit of Cuk converter for mode 2

IV. PROPOSED PFC METHOD
Fig. 5 presents the proposed Cuk PFC scheme. The PFC
control gives sinusoidal supply current waveforms with low
THD, high PF, and smooth DC bus voltage.
The next steps are followed to design the PFC control
method.
a) The three-phase input voltages (vsa, vsb, and vsc) are
measured to get the unit signals of input voltages (׀vsa׀,
׀vsb׀, and ׀vsc)׀.
b) The proportional integral (PI) voltage controller is used
to regulate the DC link voltage and can be expressed by
(14)
IVR  ( K P  K I dt )(vref  vdc )



where, the voltage reference ( vref ) depends on the desired
output voltage, KP and KI are the proportional and integral
gains of PI controller, IVR is the output of the DC bus voltage
controller.
c) The supply current references (ia*, ib*, and ic*) can be
calculated by multiplying IVR with the unit signals of
input voltages as follow:

ia   vsa  IVR


(15)

ib  vsb  IVR

(16)

ic   vsc  IVR

(17)

where,

vsa  sin(s t )

(18)
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vsb  sin(s t  2 3)

(19)

vsc  sin(s t  2 3)

(20)

V. MODEL AND THE CONTROL OF IM
A. Model of IM
The motor stator voltages in d-q stationary reference
s

s

frame ( vqs and vds ) can be given by,

vqss  2 3(va  0.5(vb  vc )

(23)

(24)
v  2 3(( 3 2)vb  ( 3 2)vc )
Where, va , vb , and vc are the three-phase stator voltages.
s
ds

The differential equations of three-phase IM in stationary
reference frame are expressed in a matrix form by:

vqss  rs
 s 
vds    0
  0
0  
0   0

Figure 5. Proposed Cuk PFC control.

d) Three hysteresis current regulators are used to force the
three-phase supply currents (ia, ib, and ic) to follow their
corresponding reference currents which are in phase with
supply voltages to obtain the unity PF. The outputs of
these regulators are the signals x1, x2, and x3
e) The control signals block is designed to specify the
higher value of the three-phase input voltages for each
period. It consists of two stages. The first stage has six
relational operators which compare each phase voltage
with the other two phases to specify the larger one as
shown in Fig. 6a. The second stage has three AND gates;
built with two inputs as shown in Fig. 6b. The outputs of
this stage are the signals y1, y2 and y3.

0 0 0  iqss   qss   0 
    

rs 0 0  idss   dss   0 
(25)


s
0 rr 0  iqrs   qrs  r dr 
    
s 
0 0 rr  idrs   drs   r qr 

where:
s
 qs
 L
0 Lm 0  iqss 
 s   s
 
 ds   0 Ls 0 Lm  idss 
 s   L
 s 
 qr   m 0 Lr 0  iqr 
 s 
0 Lm 0 Lr  idrs 
 dr  
The electromagnetic torque is given by,

Te 

3 p s s
( )(iqs idr  idss iqrs )
4 2

(26)

(27)

The motor speed in rad/sec is given by,

 r  Te  Tl  F r  / J


(28)

where,
vdss and vqss are dq stator voltages,

idss and iqss are dq stator currents,
idrs and iqrs are dq rotor currents,

dss and qss are dq stator flux linkages,
drs and qrs are dq rotor flux linkages,
(a)
(b)
Figure 6. Control signals block: (a) First stage of the logic circuit and (a)
Second stage of the logic circuit.

f) The logic AND gates are used to compare the signals x1,
x2, and x3 with the signals y1, y2, and y3.
g) The switch gate signal (g) is obtained from the outputs of
the current controllers and the three control signals using
(21).
(21)
g  x1  y1  x2  y2  x3  y3
h) The PF depends on the THD of supply current and K 
as shown in the following equation:

PF 

1
K
THD 2
1 (
)
100

(22)

where, K  is the displacement angle between the supply
voltage and current.

86

rs and rr are the stator and rotor resistances of IM,
Lm, Ls, and Lr are magnetizing inductance, stator inductance,
and rotor inductance, respectively, r is the electrical rotor
speed, p is the number of poles, J is the motor inertia, F is
the viscous friction, Te and Tl are the motor and load
torques.
The no-load and short-circuit tests are used to obtain the
IM parameters as given in Table I in the appendix.
B. FOC of the IM
Fig. 7 shows the FOC of three-phase IM. The difference
between the motor speed r and the reference speed ref is
passed through PI speed controller to give the reference
torque Te . The quadrature and direct reference currents
*

*

( isq and isd ) are calculated using (29).

isqe  (

4 LrTe
)(
)
3 p Lm r

(29)
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(30)

Theses currents are transformed to the reference motor
currents ( ia , ib , and ic ). The hysteresis current controller is
used to compare the measured motor currents with their
corresponding reference currents to produce the gate pulses
as shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. FOC of a three-phase IM

C. Selection of the PI Controller Gains
The speed controller is of utmost importance for the
industrial applications. Different nonlinear and linear
controllers for various applications are recently presented
[29]-[30]
Actually, the PI controller gains affect the speed response
in terms of the settling time, rising time, overshoot and
undershoot values, and load torque rejection. Therefore,
they need to be adjusted to provide a good response.
The simplified block diagram of the speed control of IM
drive is presented in Fig. 8. The open-loop transfer function
of the drive system is described using Eqn. (31). It has one
zero at K i  K p , and two poles at zero and F J .

GOL T

L 0





K p K t s  K i K p



(31)

Js  F  s

The PI controller gains are selected using Root-locus plot
as shown in Fig. 9. It is found that the PI gains ( K i   6
and K p   1 ) are selected to give the best dynamic
response.
TL




r

+




e

K p 

K i
s

iqs
Kt

Te
+

-

r
1
Js  F

r

Figure. 8 Simplified block diagram for the speed controller of the IM drive

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experimental Setup
The proposed PFC circuit can be built using
MATLAB/Simulink as shown in Fig. 10. The simulation
program is saved in a webpage link as cited in the appendix
for validation purposes. The parameter values are listed in
Table II in the Appendix. The experimental system was
implemented in the laboratory to prove the system
performance. The supply phase voltage and reference DC
link voltage are set at 220 V (rms) and 1000 V, respectively.
Fig. 11 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental
layout. It consists of power and control circuits. The
controller is carried out in real time by DS1104 control
board. The power circuit consists of three-phase AC supply
with a grid line voltage of 380 V, three inductors, threephase rectifier, DC-DC Cuk converter, FSI, and IM. A
separately excited DC generator is coupled with the IM for
loading tests. Cuk converter consists of a switch, capacitors,
a fast recovery diode (type DESI 60) and a coil. The power
switches used in the converter and inverter circuits are IGBT
type (CM100DY-24H). The motor speed is measured using
incremental shaft encoder type (RI 58). Voltage sensors
(LV25-P) and current sensors (LA25-NP) were used for the
required voltage and current measurements.
B. Design Process of the Drive System
The next design steps are followed to build the drive
system (PFC control and FOC):
1) Sets the parameters in the memory, gets the references
voltage and speed, and starts timers.
2) Sends the measurement signals to the DSP using
dSPACE -DS1104 control board via the A/D converter
ports.
3) Increases the input voltages to a line voltage of 380 V
using the autotransformer.
4) Builds the model of the Cuk PFC control scheme using
the power system block set tool in the
MATLAB/Simulink.
5) Calculates the gate pulse of the Cuk converter for PFC
and DC voltage regulation using Eqs. (14)-(21).
6) Builds the simulation model of FOC strategy using
Eqs. (23)-(28).
7) The actual supply currents can be controlled to follow
the corresponding references of supply current using
three hysteresis current regulators as shown in Fig. 5.
8) The dSPACE board has facilitated to capture the
experimental waveforms and to export them
numerically per sample.
The ratings of the experimental circuit are found in
Appendix.

B. Simulation and Experimental Results

Figure. 9 Root locus plot the open-loop transfer function with the PI
controller gains Kp = 1 and Ki = 6

Fig. 12 shows simulation and experimental tests for Cuk
PFC fed FSI three-phase IM at full-load torque (7 N.m) and
reference speed of 120 rad/sec. This figure presents the
phase supply voltage and current. As seen, the supply
current is in phase with its voltage and nearly sinusoidal.
Three-phase supply currents are shown in Fig. 13. As
observed, the supply currents are nearly sinusoidal and
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0.42

0.43

0.44

Time [sec]
(b) Experimental
Figure 12. Simulation and experimental tests showing steady state
performance of supply phase voltage and current.
6

Supply currents [A]

symmetrical. The supply current harmonics are compared
with the standard IEC 61000-3-2 class A limits as shown in
Fig. 14. The supply current has a THD of 2.55% and 4.5%
and a PF of 0.9997 and 0.99797 for simulation and
experimental, respectively. DC bus voltage, motor speed,
and motor currents are shown in Figs. 15 and 16,
respectively. It is clear that the bus voltage and motor speed
are kept at its reference value.
The experimental system is tested under a step change in
load toque (from 2 to 7 N.m) at motor speed of 120 rad/sec
and reference output voltage of 1000 V as shown in Fig. 17.
It is indicated that the DC bus voltage remained constant at
its reference. The robustness of the proposed system is
checked also at a step change in the reference motor speed
from 100 to 120 rad/sec as illustrated in Fig. 18. As noted,
the DC bus voltage achieves a fast recovery time to its
reference value.
Table III shows a comparison with previous works [13],
[31]-[32]. The proposed PFC technique proves cost effective
because it has minimum components. Moreover, it has
lower PF and THD than the previous works.
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(a) Simulation
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(b) Experimental
Figure 13. Simulation and experimental tests showing steady state
performance of supply currents.
2.5

Harmonic current (A)

Figure. 10 Simulation model of the drive system using MATLAB/Simulink
program.
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Figure 14. Simulation and experimental tests showing steady state
performance of supply current harmonics.

Figure 11. Experimental system block diagram
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(a) Simulation
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0.43

0.44

TABLE III. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORKS
Three
Isolated
Two
Propose
modules Cuk
SEPIC
modules
Method
PFC
converter
PFC
boost PFC
Technique
[32]
[31]
[13]
Items
Componen 2-IGBTs + 3-IGBTs +
3-IGBTs + 31-IGBTs +
ts count
2-Diodes
3-Diodes
Diodes
1-Diodes
Passive
2-L + 2-C
3-L + 3-C
7-L + 10-C
4-L + 2-C
elements
323Additional Tranforme Tranforme
Tranformer+3
1-Rectifier
r+3r+2elements
-Rectifier
Rectifier
Rectifier
No. of
2
1
1
1
controller
THD %
3.6
4.03
2.68
2.55
Power
0.995
0.9987
0.9996
0.9997
factor
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Figure 17. Simulation and experimental tests
performance for step load toque variation
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Figure 15. Simulation and experimental tests showing steady state
performance of DC bus voltage and motor speed.
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Figure 18. Simulation and experimental tests
performance for step variation in motor speed
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VII. CONCLUSION
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Figure 16. Simulation and experimental tests showing steady state
performance of motor currents
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In this paper, a new single-stage three-phase PFC of FSI
fed IM drive is proposed. The proposed Cuk converter uses
one switch with simple control circuit and low cost. The
FSI was used to feed IM drive and developed on the same
DSP card with PFC control for cost reduction. Influences of
the proposed PFC topology on the power source quality
issues have been presented. The AC drive system with the
proposed converter control has been executed in both
Matlab/Simulink program, and also in the laboratory.
Extensive tests under various working conditions were
captured to validate the usefulness of the proposed control.
The proposed system has the following advantages: simple
control structure, minimum THD in the supply current, high
input PF, good regulated dc bus voltage, and simple
implementation of the control circuit.
APPENDIX

-5
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

Time [sec]
(a) Simulation

0.9

1

Motor Rating
Voltage
Frequency
No. of poles (2p)
rS
rr

TABLE I. SPECIFICATIONS OF IM
1.5 Hp
LS
380 V
Lr
50 Hz
Lm
4
J
7.4826 ohm
Connection
3.6840 ohm
RPM

0.0221 H
0.0221 H
0.4114 H
0.02 kg.m2
star
1420
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TABLE II. CONVERTER PARAMETERS

vsab

Parameters
 vsbc  vsca

s

Lsa= Lsb= Lsc
C
L
Co1= Co2

Values
380 V, rms
314 rad/sec
7 mH
20 µF
3 mH
1000 µF

LINK TO SIMULATION PROGRAMS

https://gulfupload.com/ecr2dnciwskc
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